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On 13th Jan 2020, it was a bright sunny but cold day at Cambridge, and I was delighted
to join 175 supply chain professionals from 40 different countries, and 6 MIT scale
network centers attending SCALE Connect at MIT auditorium (32-123). It was terrific,
and I felt that my dream came true today.
I would love to state SCALE Connect as an "innovative action-oriented program"
instead of an "independent activities period" because it imprinted unforgettable
memories in my life. The 3-weeks SCALE Connect consists of an intense academic
conference, crash courses, leadership workshops, speaker series, team competitions,
and last but not least, research fest and a lot of networking opportunities. SCALE
Connect helped me to add 100+ connections on my LinkedIn).

Pictures: PSCM student’s group photo in front of the iconic MIT Dome.
I want to start with the ASCM Shark Tank competition because this was one of
the best experiences I had during SCALE Connect. On the very first day, we divided
into 44 teams, a mix of students from all six centers, and my team consisted of 2
students from MIT and one student from Zaragoza. Each side had to present an idea or

business model. The objective of this competition was to solve a supply chain problem.
Unlike other groups, my team quickly agreed to the concept of "enabling pyrolysis",
which was proposed by me in our first meeting, and that provided us ample time in
working on the idea and preparing the presentations. Knowing the fact that this was a
unique idea, we spent more time on making ourselves to answer potential questions
instead of beautifying our presentation. I'm glad that my team qualified for the finals and
won the 3rd place. I dedicated this winning to my institute - MISI.

Pictures: ASCM Shark Tank competition team
Python crash course was one of the best classes I have ever attended. I enrolled in an
intermediate/advanced level course due to my prior knowledge of coding, and the
learning experience was fantastic. It opened up the next level of my understanding of
how useful and straightforward Python is as a programming language for data mining
and data analytics. Python codes are easy to read, learn, and the syntax is simple. I
want to give credits to the teaching faculty who structured and taught Python course in
such a simple way that made the learning process convenient for students like me who
was not a professional programmer or have no exposure to coding regularly.

Supply Chain Game was indeed a pleasant experience. It introduced us to the
challenges in the real world of the supply chain where demand is uncertain, so
production and inventory planning in VUCA (Volatile, Uncertain, Complexity, and
Ambiguous) world are complicated. Again, we were divided into 44 teams with the mix
of students from all 6 centers and my team consisted of 2 students from MIT and 1
student from Zaragoza. Unfortunately, this game inconvenient to some of the groups
because some students from Zaragoza and Malaysia center had played this game
before, so they had the strategic advantage while others didn't. Therefore, the SCALE
Connect management team made changes to mediate the situation during the
debriefing session. They stated, "the purpose of the game was for learning instead of a
competition." We chose different strategies from others and secured 6th place with a
slim margin with the team ranked above us. Our team was selected to present our
approach due to the uniqueness of our game plan. The following were the key steps
that differentiate us from others.
1) No supply to Island region (Fardo), unlike other teams who were serving all four
areas.
2) Additional limited capacity and running the production until the last day of the
simulation game, whereas for the leading group, they added higher ability and stopped
production 50 days ahead of the game's previous day.

Pictures: Supply Chain Game – Debriefing Presentation

LLamasoft crash training course is the least exciting course that I have attended
during SCALE CONNECT. I enjoyed the learning process, but in terms of practical
benefit, it is not applicable unless someone is working in a large distributor organization
or managing the Distribution Center of a more prominent retailer. Therefore, it
disappoints me in not having any applicable practical benefits for my industry after I
attended such an intense course.
Speaker series was a great value addition to my SCALE Connect experience just by
listening to the industry's expert and MIT academician, especially Prof. Yossi Sheffi. He
explained about sustainability and those false claims from big global brands and
described how consumer behavior became the main challenge to attain sustainability. I
had also enjoyed the talk by Dr. Joseph F Coughlin from MIT Age Lab, in which he
mentioned about future consumers who would be over 65 years old and most of the
expenditures, 67% will come from women by the year 2024.
Industry Tours: I went to two warehouses; Walgreens and Quiet Logistic. Both of them
were the state of art facilities. Both warehouses have their own merits and demerits.
However, they were designed to meet the respective business objectives, Walgreens
distribution center is fully automated, highly efficient, and it was designed to handle high
volume. On the other hand, Quiet Logistics is 3PF (3rd party fulfillment center) and
focusing more on fulfillment activities for their customers (mainly e-commerce
companies) instead of storage. Quiet Logistics uses the “Locus robotics system” for
their fulfillment process. It was impressive to see how the ordinary warehouse can
convert into an automated fulfillment center with the addition of a robotic system.
Research Fest allowed me to showcase my thesis poster to a broader audience and
experts from various industries. More than 200 professionals attended the fest, and I
presented my work to 20+ visitors that evening. I learned the importance of
"preparation" and how to pitch an idea in a precise manner with perfection. I practiced
throwing my thesis within 1 to 3 minutes, depending on their interest. Research Fest
also helped me to add new connections to my LinkedIn profile.

Pictures: During Research Fest
Key highlights:
1) Networking opportunities with students from other MIT Scale Network as well as
industry experts who attended the Research Fest.
2) I'm convinced students should learn about Python instead of R-Programming in MISI
Data Analytics courses after attending the Python course during SCALE CONNECT.
3) Speaker Series was superb, especially three senior faculty members from MIT and
the free handout of their books - great addition to my library.
I am thankful to MISI and Dr. David Gonsalvez, the CEO & Rector of MISI from the
bottom of my heart for supporting my USA trip (especially visa) and provided such a
fantastic opportunity.
What a start of the year to 2020, and I look forward to completing my study with flying
colors.
Quote: “I would love to state SCALE Connect as an "innovative action-oriented
program" instead of an "independent activities period" because it imprinted
unforgettable memories in my life. The 3-weeks SCALE Connect consists of an intense
academic conference, crash courses, leadership workshops, speaker series, team
competitions, and last but not least, research fest and a lot of networking opportunities.
SCALE Connect helped me to add 100+ connections on my LinkedIn).

